
 
 

IMPORTANT! Facebook made a change  
and LIVEpigeon temporarily lost access. 

 
Dear LIVEpigeon customer, 
 
We care about you as a valued customer, and we are doing everything we can to get 
Facebook back up and running soon. 
 
As of 11/12/2020, you will temporarily be unable to: 
    -  Update your pages or groups 
    -  Go LIVE now to Facebook 
    -  Schedule LIVE videos to Facebook 
 
Unfortunately Facebook released new updates and several changes without warning 
that affected LIVEpigeon's integration with the service.  
 
Because of the changes, our integration with them has become unavailable and our 
team is currently working very hard to rebuild the Facebook integration.  
 
Due to the complexity of the app, fixing this issue takes time. However our development 
team is talented and are hoping to have the app fully operational again soon. 
 

We are pausing your subscription  
until we get this resolved. 

 
We developed LIVEpigeon with a vision to be easy to use and pain free. We still believe 
in that vision, and therefore, we are pausing all billing on everybody's accounts 
until the issue is resolved. 
 
To clarify: Your LIVEpigeon account will be 100% free until Facebook comes back. You 
can still use LIVEpigeon to go LIVE to YouTube or other destinations like Vimeo, or 
Instagram with a stream key. 
 



Once we get this back up, we will email you again with the good news, and your 
subscription will resume again as normal. 
 

Here's the good news: You CAN still go LIVE to 
Facebook with LIVEpigeon! 

We fully understand how important it is for you to go LIVE and get your message out to 
the world. And luckily, you can still go LIVE to Facebook with a small workaround! 
 
We've created a short video specifically for this issue, that should help walk you through 
what you need to do to go LIVE with something called a "stream key." 
 
Watch the video below to learn how to still go LIVE to Facebook. 

 

 
Click here to watch the video 

 
Until Facebook is back to operational, feel free to use the stream key option as much as 
you need. Follow the steps in that video, and you'll be all good to go. 

 
You can also download this PDF that we made to help guide you in using a stream key. 

 
More good news:  

YouTube LIVE still works! 

https://youtu.be/jNdSixawv_o
https://www.dropbox.com/s/8ur03821hraslam/How%20to%20go%20LIVE%20to%20facebook.pdf?dl=1


 
If you aren't comfortable going LIVE to Facebook with a stream key, that's okay. 
Another workaround is to login to your YouTube channel inside of LIVEpigeon and go 
LIVE to just YouTube!  
 
YouTube is still fully operational, and we encourage you to take advantage of it for an 
easy, simple experience of getting your message out. 
 
You can copy and paste your YouTube link into a new Facebook post, and let all of your 
followers join you on YouTube. 
 

Feel free to call us: (208) 918-9808 
 
If you are struggling with anything at all, have any questions about how to do 
something, or need further assistance then please don't hesitate to call us. 
 
We are here to help you and serve you, and we love the phone calls. Call us if you need 
any further help, and let us serve you the best way we can. 
 
Thank you for being a LIVEpigeon customer, 
Brandan Fisher 

 

Click here to watch the video 

 

Sent with ❤  from everyone at LIVEpigeon 

https://youtu.be/jNdSixawv_o

